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THE ITÔ TABLE OF THE SQUARE OF WHITE NOISELUIGI ACCARDICentro Vito Volterra, Facolt�a di Economia, Universit�a di Roma Tor Vergata,Via di Tor Vergata, 00133 Roma, ItalyTAKEYUKI HIDAInternational Institute for Advanced Studies, 9-3 Kizugawadai,Kizu, Soraku-gun, Kyoto 619-0225, JapanHUI-HSIUNG KUODepartment of Mathematics, Louisiana State University,Baton Rouge, LA 70803-4918, USAIn a recent paper [3] Accardi, Lu and Volovich have introduced the �-algebra of therenormalized square of white noise (SWN). This algebra is generated by the operatorsBf ; Byf ; Nf , whose formal expressions, in terms of the square of the standard quantumwhite noise b+t , bt are:Bf = Z b2t �f(t) dt; Byf = Z by2t f(t) dt; Nf = Z bytbtf(t) dtwith the following commutation relations:[Bf ; Byg ] = 2c(f; g) + 4N �fg; (1)[Nf ; Byg ] = 2Byfg ; (2)[Nf ; Bg ] = �2B �fg; (3)[Bf ; Bg ] = [Byf ; Byg ] = [Nf ; Ng] = 0; (4)Bf� = Nf� = 0; (5)where c is a strictly positive number, (f; g) = R �f(t)g(t) dt (coming from renormalization),and � is the vacuum vector.The SWN algebra was extended to the free case in [8]. The exponential vectors for theSWN were introduced in [5] where the connection with Boukas{Feinsilver's �nite di�er-ence algebra was �rst noticed. As shown in [1], the deep roots of these connections are tobe found in the theory of representation of current algebras and of quantum independentincrement processes. This general approach has allowed to construct in�nitely many repre-sentations of the SWN, inequivalent to the Fock one and to obtain similar representationsfor the higher powers of the white noise. In particular the results of [1] allow to reduce1



completely the stochastic integration theory for the SWN, obtained with direct estimatesin [9], to the usual Hudson{Parthasarathy stochastic integration. However this reductiondoes not seem to solve in a simple way (at least at the present moment) the problem ofdeciding if and in what sense the basic integrators of the SWN have a closed Ito table.In the present note we show, by direct methods, that the answer to the above question isa�rmative for the second order Ito table. More precisely, our main result is the following:Theorem (1). The mutual quadratic variation of any pair of the basic integrators of theSWN (cf. (9c) for their de�nition) exists in the topology of weak convergence of the matrixelements in the SWN{exponential vectors with test functions satisfying the conditions (9a),(9b) below .Due to the factorization property of the space of the SWN (cf. [5] and [1]), the secondorder Ito table is su�cient to establish the unitarity condition (which will be discussed inanother paper). The topology used in Theorem (1) is too weak to guarantee the closureof the Ito table at any order. We conjecture, that this is the case, but the proof of thisstatement requires a further development of the theory.We will use some known properties of the action of Bf and Nf on the exponentialvectors of the SWN which, for completeness, we prove in the following three lemmata.Recall from [5] that an exponential vector for the SWN is a vector of the form (g) = 1Xn=0 1n!�Byg�n�:Lemma 1. For any n � 1; Nf�Byg�n� = 2nByfg�Byg�n�1�.Proof. By Equations (2), (4) and (5) we getNf�Byg�n� = n[Nf ; �Byg�n] + �Byg�nNfo� = [Nf ; �Byg�n]�= n�1Xj=0 �Byg�j [Nf ; Byg ]�Byg�n�1�j�= n�1Xj=0 �Byg�j�2Byfg��Byg�n�1�j� = 2nByfg�Byg�n�1�:Lemma 2. Nf (g) = 2Byfg (g).Proof. Apply Lemma 1 and use Equation (5) to getNf (g) = 1Xn=1 1n!Nf�Byg�n� = 1Xn=1 1n! 2nByfg�Byg�n�1� = 2Byfg (g):Lemma 3. Bf (g) = �2c(f; g) + 2N �fg� (g).2



Proof. First apply Equations (1) and (5) to getBf �Byg�n� = n[Bf ; �Byg�n] + �Byg�nBfo� = [Bf ; �Byg�n]�= n�1Xj=0 �Byg�j [Bf ; Byg]�Byg�n�1�j�= n�1Xj=0 �Byg�j�2c(f; g) + 4N �fg	�Byg�n�1�j�= 2cn(f; g)�Byg�n�1�+ 4 n�1Xj=0 �Byg�jN �fg�Byg�n�1�j�: (6)By Lemma 1 we haveN �fg�Byg�n�1�j� = 2(n� 1� j)By�fg2�Byg�n�2�j�:Therefore,n�1Xj=0 �Byg�jN �fg�Byg�n�1�j� = n�1Xj=0 �Byg�j2(n� 1� j)By�fg2�Byg�n�2�j�= 2 n�1Xj=0(n� 1� j)By�fg2�Byg�n�2�= n(n� 1)By�fg2�Byg�n�2�: (7)We then use Equations (5), (6), and (7) to getBf (g) = 1Xn=0 1n!Bf�Byg�n�= 1Xn=1 1n! 2cn(f; g)�Byg�n�1�+ 1Xn=2 1n! 4n(n� 1)By�fg2�Byg�n�2�= 2c(f; g) (g) + 4By�fg2 (g):This yields the lemma since 4By�fg2 (g) = 2N �fg (g) by Lemma 2.Lemma 4. The following equality holds:BfBf (g) = n4c2(f; g)2 + 8c(f2�g; g) + 8c(f; g)N �fg + 8N �f2g2 + 4N2�fgo (g):Proof. Apply Lemma 3 to obtainBfBf (g) = n4c2(f; g)2 + 4c(f; g)N �fg + 2BfN �fgo (g): (8)3



By Equation (3) and Lemma 3 we haveBfN �fg (g) = n[Bf ; N �fg] +N �fgBfo (g) = 2Bf2�g (g) +N �fgBf (g)= n4c(f2�g; g) + 4N �f2g2 + 2c(f; g)N �fg + 2N2�fgo (g): (9)Upon putting Equation (9) into Equation (8) we get the equality in the lemma.Lemma 5. NfNf (g) = n4Byf2g + 4�Byfg�2o (g).Proof. Use Lemma 2 and Equation (2) to getNfNf (g) = 2NfByfg (g) = 2n[Nf ; Byfg ] +ByfgNfo (g) = 4Byf2g (g)+ 4�Byfg�2 (g):Now consider the operator valued measures on R de�ned by(s; t) 7! B�(s;t) ; By�(s;t) ; N�(s;t)where �(s;t)(r) = � 1 if r 2 (s; t)0 if r =2 (s; t)Notice that B�(s;t) = B�[s;t] = B�[s;t) = B�(s;t]and similar identities hold for the other operators. From now on all the test functions ofexponential vectors will be supposed to be step functions of the form1Xj=1 g(tj)�[tj;tj+1) (9a)with 0 < t1 < : : : < tj < : : : and g(tj) 6= 0 only in a �nite number of points. Moreover wefurther restrict the test functions by the conditionkgk1 = supt2R jg(t)j < 1=2 (9b)It is known that the exponential vectors, corresponding to these test functions are total inthe SWN space. We will use the notationdBt = B�[t;t+dt) ; dByt = By�[t;t+dt) ; dNt = N�[t;t+dt) (9c)where t, dt > 0 and in all expressions of the formh (f); dHtdKt (g)i4



(H;K = B;B+; N) the number dt is supposed to be such that both functions f; g areconstant in the interval [t; t + dt] for all t 2 R with the exception of at most a �nitenumber of points. With this convenction we have thath�[t;t+dt]; gi = g(t)dtfor almost all t 2 R with respect to the Lebesgue measure.Now, we introduce a notation. Let F (x; y) = Pm;n�0 am;nxmyn be an analyticfunction. De�ne F (@�t ; @t) byh (f);MF (@�t ; @t) (g) = h (f); F (@�t ; @t)M (g)i = Xm;n�0 am;n �f(t)mg(t)nh (f);M (g)i;(10)where M is any operator in the algebra generated by Bf ; Byf ; Nf . We remark that, inthe case of 1{st order white noise, @t and @�t are the Hida derivative (or the white noisedi�erential operator) and its adjoint (see the books [6] [7].)Equation (10) de�nes the symbols F (@�t ; @t)M , MF (@�t ; @t) as sesquilinear forms onthe vector space algebraically spanned by the SWN exponential vectors. By constructionMF (@�t ; @t) = F (@�t ; @t)M in the sense of quadratic forms for allM in the algebra generatedby Bf , Byf , Nf . In particular @tM = M@t and @�tM = M@� in the sense of sesquilinearforms. Moreover, we have the following lemma.Lemma 6. The equality @�t dBt = @t dByt holds in the sense of sesquilinear forms on thealgebraic span of the exponential vectors.Proof. From Lemma 3 we get dBt (g) = �2cg(t)dt+ 2g(t)dNt� (g). Henceh (f); @�t dBt (g)i = �f(t)h (f); dBt (g)i = �f(t)h (f); �2cg(t)dt+ 2g(t)dNt� (g)i= �f(t)g(t)h (f); �2cdt+ 2dNt� (g)i: (11)On the other hand, we haveh (f); @t dByt (g)i = g(t)h (f); dByt (g)i = g(t)hdBt (f);  (g)i= g(t)h�2cf(t)dt+ 2f(t)dNt� (f);  (g)i= �f(t)g(t)h�2cdt+ 2dNt� (f);  (g)i: (12)Since c is a real number, the lemma follows from Equations (11) and (12).Now, apply Lemma 4 to the function f = �[t;t+dt) = d�t to getBd�tBd�t (g) = n8cg(t)2 dt+ 8g(t)2Nd�t + 4g(t)2N2d�to (g);which can be written in another form:dBtdBt (g) = n8cg(t)2 dt+ 8g(t)2 dNt + 4g(t)2 (dNt)2o (g): (13)5



By using the notation in Equation (10) we can rewrite Equation (13) as follows:dBtdBt = 8c@2t dt+ 8@2t dNt + 4@2t (dNt)2: (14)This equation is understood to hold weakly on exponential vectors  (g).Apply Lemma 5 to the function f = �[t;t+dt) = d�t to getdNtdNt (g) = n4g(t) dByt + 4g(t)2 (dByt )2o (g):Therefore, with the notation in Equation (10), the following equality holds weakly onexponential vectors dNtdNt = 4@t dByt + 4@2t (dByt )2: (15)Next, consider dByt dByt . We can use Equation (13) to deriveh (f); dByt dByt (g)i = hdBtdBt (f);  (g)i= hf8cf(t)2dt+ 8f(t)2dNt + 4f(t)2(dNt)2g (f);  (g)i= �f(t)2hf8cdt+ 8dNt + 4(dNt)2g (f);  (g)i= �f(t)2h (f); f8cdt+ 8dNt + 4(dNt)2g (g)i= h (f); (@�t )2f8cdt+ 8dNt + 4(dNt)2g (g)i:Therefore, we get the following equalitydByt dByt = 8c(@�t )2 dt+ 8(@�t )2 dNt + 4(@�t )2 (dNt)2: (16)Equations (14), (15), (16) are linear in the quadratic di�erentials. By solving themwe easily derivedNtdNt = 32c(@�t )2@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 4@t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dByt + 32(@�t )2@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt: (17)dBtdBt = 8c@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 16@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dByt + 8@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt; (18)dByt dByt = 8c(@�t )21� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 16(@�t )2@t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dByt + 8(@�t )21� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt; (19)and, using Lemma 6 we �nddByt dByt = 8c(@�t )21� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 16(@�t )31� 16(@�t )2@2t dBt + 8(@�t )21� 16(@�t )2@2t dNtwhich is obtained by taking the formal adjoint of both sides of (18) and conversely theadjoint of the right hand side of Equation (19) is the right hand side of Equation (18).6



Notice that, because of Lemma 6, the right hand side of (19) is formally self{adjoint,as it should be. Next, by Lemma 3 we haveNfBf (g) = �2c(f; g)Nf + 2NfN �fg� (g):Then take f = �[t;t+dt) =: d�t and use the fact dtdNt = 0 in the sense that, for anyuniformly bounded function F (t) and for any pair of exponential vectors  (f),  (g) onehas: limmax(tj+1�tj)!0 NXj=1h (f); F (tj)(ti+1 � tj)N�(tj;tj+1) (g)i = 0to get Nd�tBd�t (g) = 2g(t)�Nd�t�2 (g);which, using the notation (10), can be expressed asdNtdBt = 2@t(dNt)2:Therefore, by Equation (17) we obtain the following equality,dNtdBt = 64c(@�t )2@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 8@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dByt + 64(@�t )2@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt: (20)Next, use Lemma 3 to getByfBf (g) = 2c(f; g)Byf (g) + 2ByfN �fg (g):Take f = �[t;t+dt) = d�t and note that, in the sense explained above, dtdByt = 0; dByt dNt =2@�t (dNt)2. Hence dByt dBt = 2@tdByt dNt = 4@�t @t(dNt)2:Therefore, by Equation (17),dByt dBt = 128c(@�t )3@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 16@�t @2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dByt + 128(@�t )3@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt: (21)To �nd dBtdByt , note that by Equation (1) we haveBfByf = [Bf ; Byf ] +ByfBf = 2c(f; f) + 4N �ff +ByfBf :Take f = �[t;t+dt) = d�t and then apply Equation (21) to getdBtdByt = 2c� 32c(@�t )2@2t + 128c(@�t )3@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 16@�t @2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dByt+ 4� 64(@�t )2@2t + 128(@�t )3@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt: (22)7



Now, note that BfNf = �[Nf ; Bf ] + NfBf = 2B �ff + NfBf by Equation (3). Takef = �[t;t+dt) = d�t to get dBtdNt = 2 dBt + dNtdBt:Hence by Equation (20) we obtain the equalitydBtdNt = 64c(@�t )2@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 2 dBt + 8@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dByt + 64(@�t )2@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt (23)which, by Lemma 6, can be rewritten asdBtdNt = 64c(@�t )2@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ �2@t@�t + 8@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t � dByt + 64(@�t )2@3t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt: (24)From Equation (23), using the identityh (f); dNtdByt (g)i = h (g); dBtdNt (f)iwe can derive the equality:dNtdByt = 64c(@�t )3@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 8(@�t )21� 16(@�t )2@2t dBt + 2 dByt + 64(@�t )3@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt (25)which, by Lemma 6, can be rewritten asdNtdByt = 64c(@�t )3@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+�2 + 8@�t @t1� 16(@�t )@2t � dByt + 64(@�t )3@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt: (26)Notice that (25) is obtained from (23) by taking the formal adjoint and conversely (23) isobtained from (25) in the same way. Finally, use Equation (2) to getByfNf = �[Nf ; Byf ] +NfByf = �2Byf2 +NfByf :Then take f = �[t;t+dt] = d�t to show thatdByt dNt = �2dByt + dNtdByt :Hence by Equation (25) we havedByt dNt = 64c(@�t )3@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 8(@�t )21� 16(@�t )2@2t dBt + 64(@�t )3@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt (27)which, by Lemma 6, can be rewritten asdBytdNt = 64c(@�t )3@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dt+ 8@�t @t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dByt + 64(@�t )3@2t1� 16(@�t )2@2t dNt: (28)Summing up, we have the following: 8
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